Sampling made simple

Inventing the foam swab was just the beginning.
Inventing a category is one thing, continuing to lead it for over 50 years is another. Super Brush has accomplished both by continually being first with new ideas. Over the years, industry after industry has turned to us for answers.

An oral pharmaceutical company needed a swab that would both dry an area in the mouth and apply medication. A major camera manufacturer needed a swab that would safely clean the chips in their solid state cameras. A medical device company needed a method of cleaning tracheostomy tubes. A manufacturer of correction fluid needed a better way to apply their liquid paper. We obliged them all, and hundreds more!

New ideas and new applications just keep coming!

Today, you’ll find us in use in diverse industries ranging from aerospace to medical to arts and crafts. What started with the first Super Brush foam swab has grown to include over 3,000 multi-purpose swabs and applicators in an astounding array of shapes and sizes.

In fact, if surface sampling is your requirement, we probably already have the right foam swab!

Super Brush is registered with the FDA as a medical device manufacturer

Super Brush designs and manufactures foam applicators for inclusion in kits for:

- Surface Sampling
- Trace Detection
- DNA
- Forensics
- Optical Cleaning
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